
Exploring The Web - Chapter 4

REVIEW:

1. What is the color wheel?

  A circle divided to show primary, secondary & intermediate colors

2. Name the primary colors:

  Red, Yellow, Blue

3. Name the secondary colors:

  Green, Orange, Purple

4. Name the intermediate colors:

  Red-Orange, Yellow-Orange, Yellow-Green, Blue-Green, Blue-Purple and Red-Purple.

5. What is color value?

  The amount of light in a color expressed through tint and shade.

6. Define tint:
 
  Lighter values of color

 
7. Define shade:

  Darker values of color

8. Describe three color schemes:

  Monochromatic - This is the most simplistic of color schemes.  A monochromatic design uses only 
the tints and shades of a single color.

  Analogous - An analogous color scheme uses three to five colors that are right next to each other 
on the color wheel.

  Complimentary - This color scheme uses colors that are opposite each other on the color wheel. 
This creates a bold difference which can sometimes be overwhelming. 

9. Define monochromatic:

  Mono means “one” and chroma means “color”.



10. Give an example of complementary colors:

  Red & Green

11. Give an example of analogous colors. Describe the problem usually encountered with analogous colors:

  Red, red-orange, orange, yellow-orange, yellow, yellow green & green are an example of 
analogous colors. Analogous colors are similar, so the provide little contrast. Using too many analogous 
colors can make it difficult to distinguish between text and background.

12. Give an example of warm colors:

  Red, orange & yellow are all warm colors

13. Give an example of cool colors:

  Blue, green & purple are cool colors.

14. What is color psychology? Give examples of meanings attached to three colors in American culture:

  Color psychology is the way in which different colors have different meanings to different people 
and cultures. Different cultures have different interpretations of colors. For example, In America, pink is 
associated with girls and the color blue is associated with boys.


